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A unified analysis of rationale clauses

1 Background and overview

Definition: RATIONALE CLAUSES are infinitives optionally preceded by in order, e.g., in order to
leave or in order for me to leave (Faraci 1974).

Previous work (see especially Huettner 1989; von Stechow, Krasikova, and Penka 2004; Sæbø 2021)
recognizes two apparently distinct functions that these clauses have:

• With simple action or state descriptions, they give rise to a CAUSAL reading, offering a “tele-
ological explanation” (Williams 2015: 293) for the named action or state:

(1) Ann opened the window [(in order) to get some fresh air].
⇡ Ann opened the window because she wanted/needed to get some fresh air. causal

• With necessity statements, they give rise to ambiguity between the causal reading and a CON-
DITIONAL (a.k.a. anankastic or determinative) reading, offering a hypothetical goal for which
the named necessity statement is a precondition:

(2) Ann has to open the window [(in order) to get some fresh air].
⇡ Ann has to open the window because she wants/needs to get some fresh air. causal

or: ⇡ Ann has to open the window if she wants/needs to get some fresh air. cond’l

• von Stechow et al. 2004, building on Bech 1955, propose that rationale clauses are fundamen-
tally ambiguous, coming in two distinct varieties (causal and conditional), one of which (the
conditional) requires the presence of a necessity modal.

This talk:

• New data showing that necessity statements are neither necessary nor sufficient for triggering
the conditional reading; instead, conditional readings are triggered by genericity or by the pres-
ence of would.

• A unified analysis where:

– Rationale clauses uniformly encode teleological modality (following Nissenbaum 2005).

– Rationale clauses are always mapped onto the restriction of a higher modal (partly follow-
ing von Stechow et al. 2004).

– By default, the higher modal is veridical, giving rise to the causal reading (“Because p, q”).

– But if that modal is replaced by a generic operator or supplemented by would, the condi-
tional reading arises (“If p, q”).
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2 New data

The ambiguity in (2) above is actually an episodic/generic ambiguity, as brought out by (3)–(4):

(3) Right at this moment, Ann has to open the window [(in order) to get some fresh air].
⇡ Ann has to open the window because she wants/needs to get some fresh air. causal

(4) In general, Ann has to open the window [(in order) to get some fresh air].
⇡ Ann has to open the window if she wants/needs to get some fresh air. cond’l

Genericity triggers the cond’l reading even in the absence of a necessity modal, as seen in (5):

(5) In general, Ann opens the window [(in order) to get some fresh air].
⇡ Ann opens the window if/when she wants/needs to get some fresh air. cond’l

To get a cond’l reading with an episodic necessity statement, would is necessary:

(6) Right at this moment, Ann would have to open the window [(in order) to get some fresh air].
⇡ Ann has to open the window if she wants/needs to get some fresh air. cond’l

Summing up:

• Rationale clauses enable both causal and conditional readings.

• Contra previous descriptions, necessity statements are not necessary for triggering the condi-
tional reading (see (5)), nor are they sufficient (see (3)).

• Instead, the cond’l reading arises in generic statements, as in (4)/(5), and with would, as in (6).

3 Analysis

Ingredient #1: I follow Nissenbaum (2005); Grosz (2014); AnderBois and Dabkowski (2021) in
analyzing rationale clauses as encoding a teleological necessity modal:

(7) [[in order to p]]c,w = 8w0 2 GOALc(w): p(w0)

Ingredient #2: I follow von Stechow et al. (2004) in proposing that rationale clauses are mapped
onto the restriction of a higher modal, but unlike them, I propose that this is the case not just under
conditional readings but also under causal readings.

In particular, I propose that the default higher modal in simple rationale clause sentences is ;because as
defined in (8).

(8) [[;because]]w = �p.�q.p(w) & q(w) & 8w0[SIM(w,w0) & ¬p(w0)) ! ¬q(w0)]

By (8), ;because is true of two propositions p and q iff p and q are both true and all worlds sufficiently
similar to the evaluation world where p is false are worlds where q is false as well. (Cf. von Stechow et
al.’s 2004 “causal um”, based on Lewis’s 1973 and Dowty’s 1979 counterfactual theory of causation.
Cf. also Williams and Green’s 2017 ‘R relation’.)
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Putting these pieces together, (9) has an analysis like (10).

(9) Ann opened the window (in order) to get some fresh air. causal

(10) [[;because[(in order) PRO to get some fresh air] [Ann opened the window]]]w = True iff. . .
a. There is a goal of Ann getting some fresh air. (i.e., all worlds compatible with the goal

in the evaluation world are worlds where Ann gets some fresh air.)
b. Ann opened the window.
c. If there were no goal of Ann getting some fresh air, then Ann would not have opened the

window.

For necessity statements, I follow Frank (1996) (also von Fintel and Iatridou (2005) and others) in
positing a double modal structure for conditionals with root modals, with the root modal in the conse-
quent, nested under a higher modal.

Then, episodic necessity statements like (11) have an analysis like (12).

(11) (Right at this moment,) Ann has to open the window (in order) to get some fresh air. causal

(12) [[;because[(in order) PRO to get some fresh air] [Ann has to open the window]]]w = True iff. . .
a. There is a goal of Ann getting some fresh air. (i.e., all worlds compatible with the goal

in the evaluation world are worlds where Ann gets some fresh air.)
b. Ann has to open the window.
c. If there were no goal of Ann getting some fresh air, then Ann would not have to open the

window.

Ingredient #3: To explain why genericity effects a switch from causal to conditional readings, I
propose that in generic sentences, a generic operator GEN (Krifka, Pelletier, Carlson, ter Meulen,
Chierchia, and Link 1995) replaces ;because, so that sentences like (13-a–b) have LFs like (14-a–b),
respectively.

(13) a. (In general,) Ann has to open the window (in order) to get some fresh air. cond’l
b. (In general,) Ann opens the window (in order) to get some fresh air. cond’l

(14) a. GEN [(in order) PRO to get some fresh air] [Ann has to open the window]
b. GEN [(in order) PRO to get some fresh air] [Ann opens the window]

Crucially, GEN—unlike ;because—is nonveridical, triggering truth conditions like:

(15) [[(14-a)]]w ⇡ True iff, in general, situations in which there is a goal of Ann getting some fresh
air are situations in which Ann has to open the window.

(16) [[(15-b)]]w ⇡ True iff, in general, situations in which there is a goal of Ann getting some fresh
air are situations in which Ann opens the window.

Ingredient #4: How does would trigger a conditional reading in sentences like (17)?

(17) (Right at this moment,) Ann would have to open the window (in order) to get some fresh air.
cond’l
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I assume following von Fintel and Iatridou (2020) that would (or more generally what these authors
call X-marking) signals a departure from a default modal setting. In this case, there is a departure from
veridicality, i.e., away from a “Because p, q” causal reading, giving rise instead to a standard “If p, q”
conditional reading:

(18) [[(17)]]w ⇡ True iff all those epistemically accessible worlds where there is a goal of Ann
getting some fresh air are worlds where Ann has to open the window.

Summing up (repeated from intro):

• Rationale clauses uniformly encode teleological modality (following Nissenbaum 2005).

• Rationale clauses are always mapped onto the restriction of a higher modal (partly following
von Stechow et al. 2004).

• By default, the higher modal is veridical, giving rise to the causal reading (“Because p, q”).

• But if that modal is replac‘ed by a generic operator or supplemented by would, the conditional
reading arises (“If p, q”).

4 A problem for a unified approach?

von Fintel and Iatridou (2005), reacting to Nissenbaum (2005), object to a unified analysis for rationale
clauses based in part on the grounds that rationale clauses in non-modal contexts “seem to need to
attach to agentive VPs” (p. 18) whereas those with a necessity modal do not:1

(19) #I am fluent in Spanish (in order) to get this job. (von Fintel and Iatridou 2005: 18)

(20) (In order) to get this job, you have to be fluent in Spanish. (von Fintel and Iatridou 2005: 18)

My reaction: It’s not true that rationale clauses in non-modal contexts must attach to agentive VPs:

(21) The store front has a big sale sign on it (in order) to attract customers. (Farkas 1988)
⇡ The store front has a big sale sign on it because that might attract customers.

(22) Grass is green (in order) to promote photosynthesis. (E. Williams 1974)
⇡ Grass is green because that might promote photosynthesis. (A. Williams 2015)

So why is (19) unacceptable?

Hypothesis: The relationship between the state of being fluent in Spanish and the goal of getting a job
is not of the right sort to support a causal statement: John is not fluent in Spanish because he wants to
get a particular job; he is fluent in Spanish because (say) he studied Spanish, and perhaps, he studied
Spanish because he wanted to become fluent and thereby get this job.

Evidence: The contrast between (19) and (20) tracks the contrast between (23) and (24):

(23) ?John is fluent in Spanish because he wants to get this job.

(24) John has to be fluent in Spanish because/if he wants to get this job.
1Unlike Nissenbaum (2005), I do not analyze the rationale clause in (20) as scoping under have to; but like Nissenbaum,

I argue that rationale clauses have a uniform analysis.
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! It is awkward to explain fluency in Spanish via a goal to get a job, but the need for fluency in
Spanish can be so explained. Thus, the contrast between (19) and (20) does not reflect ambiguity in
what rationale clauses denote but rather general principles about how we reason about teleological
explanations.

5 Implications

Kadmon (1987) distinguishes between “multi-case” conditionals like (25), which call for a covert
generic modal, and “one-case” conditionals like (26), which call for a covert epistemic modal.

(25) (In general,) if it rains, I study. GEN

(26) If it rains tomorrow, I will study. ;must

On the current proposal, the ambiguity in the construal of rationale clauses is parallel, reflecting am-
biguity in covert modals rather than in the adjunct clause themselves:

(27) (In general,) Ann opened/had to open the window (in order) to get fresh air. GEN

(28) (A moment ago,) Ann opened/had to open the window (in order) to get some fresh air. ;because

The proposal furthermore implies that a complete theory of conditionals (i.e., one encompassing
not just if-clauses but also rationale clauses) needs to recognize a third species of covert modal,
namely a veridical one (;because) as found with rationale clauses in episodic (“one-case”) contexts
like (28).

Looking forward: How does the teleological modality found in rationale clauses compare to the sort
of modality that infinitives have in other environments such as too/enough constructions (Meier 2003;
Grano 2022) and infinitival relatives (Bhatt 2006; Grano 2023)?
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